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Mark D. Yochum 221
That ignorance of the law is no excuse is a maxim that most school children
can recite. Wide awareness of the maxim (without a lawyer's comprehension of
its subtleties) encourages citizens to make an effort to know laws which might
regulate their conduct. Perversely, the crimes of the Internal Revenue Code
permit ignorance of their strictures as a defense. If voluntary compliance is the
taxation system's goal, the ultimate sanctions should be structured to promote
investigation of the law and reliance on competent advisors.
MEDIA MALPRACTICE: THE LEGAL RISKS OF VOLUNTARY
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN MASS COMMUNICATION
Robert E. Drechsel 237
Critics of social responsibility theory have worried that in the process of estab-
lishing voluntary standards for responsible behavior, mass communicators may
provide a convenient yardstick against which to define and measure legal
claims of "media malpractice." Examination of legal actions against mass com-
municators suggests that social responsibility does carry legal risks. Although
courts have been relatively unsympathetic to efforts to establish new legal du-
ties, professional standards have become highly relevant to determination of
media negligence.
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